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Abstract- Computer viruses are executable code programs 
that have a unique ability to replicate themselves in computer 
system and spread rapidly from one computer to another 
affecting file, documents and programs to alter their normal 
running. Viruses are represented as patterns of computer 
instructional codes that exist over time in computer systems. 
Antiviruses on the other hand are programs specially 
developed to counter challenges brought about by viruses as 
they protect the computer systems from virus attacks by 
heavily relaying on the controls enhanced in their databases.  
Antiviruses therefore scan the computer using some specific 
patterns of bytes indicative of known viruses. To stay current, 
they must be developers of these antiviruses update their 
databases whenever new viral strains arise.  This paper 
reviews the various virus and antivirus patters and various 
detection schemes. 
I.   INTRODUCTION 
omputer viruses are executable code programs 
that have a unique ability to replicate themselves 
in the computer system and spread rapidly from 
one computer to another affecting file, documents and 
programs to alter their normal running [1]. Just like the 
spread of viruses in human population with an analogy 
that the individual persons being infected being a 
terminal, a node or an edge. Similarly, computers can 
be viewed as terminals in a network that can be infected 
with viruses from one computer node through to another 
via a network or any connection while sharing resource 
or infected data.  
Alun L. Lloyd, Robert M. [2] deliberated 
computer virus spread analogy by comparing it to 
human disease spread where individuals (computers) 
are viewed as nodes of contact. Spafford [3] deduced 
that viruses are represented as patterns of computer 
instructional codes that exist over time in computer 
systems. The viruses like all functional computer codes, 
are manifestations of algorithms representing an 
underlying pattern [3]. He further postulated that the 
patterns of the viruses were to be viewed as a temporary 
set of electrical and magnetic field changes in the 
memory or storage of computer systems. 
Antiviruses on the other hand are programs 
specially developed to counter challenges brought 
about by viruses, they protect the computer systems 
from virus attacks by heavily relaying on the controls 
enhanced  in  their  databases.  Kephart  et.al [4]  stated 
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that antiviruses- generic virus-detection programs 
monitor computer system for virus-like behavior [4]. 
Kumar et.al [5] indicated that the antivirus program 
perform certain actions in protecting the computer 
systems, they open files, read information in them, open 
archives to scan them [5].  
The antiviruses scan the computer using some 
specific patterns of bytes indicative of known viruses. To 
stay current, they must be developers of these 
antiviruses update their databases whenever new viral 
strains arise.  Computer virus scanners use pattern 
matching algorithms to scan for many different 
signatures at the same time the best checking up to 
10,000 signatures in 10,000 programs in less than 10 
minutes [4]. 
II. COMPUTER VIRUS PATTERNS 
Computer virus analysis has some common 
patterns that lend efficiency to the analysis process. In 
order to stay far from the anti-virus scanners, computer 
viruses gradually through patters improve their codes to 
make them invisible. Simply put, computer virus patterns 
also referred to as virus signatures for those known by 
antiviruses are means through which viruses replicate 
themselves over and over as they infect computer 
systems. Virus signature is the representative byte-
pattern part of virus family, which when a virus scanner 
recognizes it in a file, it notifies the user that the file is 
infected [6]. 
According to computer Hope [7], a virus 
signature is the fingerprint of a virus. It is a set of unique 
data, or bits of code, that allow it to be identified variety 
of viruses may have the same virus signature allowing 
anti-virus programs to detect multiple viruses when 
looking for a single virus signature. Because of this 
sharing of the same virus signature between multiple 
viruses, anti-virus programs can sometimes detect a 
virus that is not even known yet. Typically new viruses 
have a virus signature that is not used by other viruses, 
but new "strains" of known virus sometimes use the 
same virus signature as earlier strains. 
Computer virus authors and antivirus vendors 
have constantly fought in an evasion of detection game 
through creation of new virus signatures. Computer 
malwares have become more and more sophisticated, 
using advanced code obfuscation techniques to resist 
antivirus detection. Polymorphic and metamorphic 
computer viruses are currently the hardest kinds of 
viruses to detect. Both types of viruses are able to 
mutate into an infinite number of functionally equivalent 
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copies of themselves [8]. This sophistication comes with 
the creation of new virus patters that are not easily 
detectable by the antiviruses available in the market 
today. 
Heuristic detection is a scanning mechanism 
that anti-virus software employs in detecting for virus 
signatures. The heuristic detection methods encompass 
more than 250,000 new virus signatures and are most 
effective for locating new virus signatures. When there 
are new signatures created each time a new virus 
comes out these then should be detect during the virus 
scans since it is necessary to create the new signatures 
as the new viruses cannot otherwise be detected[9]. 
Metamorphic type of viruses modify their code 
to produce an equivalent one during their propagation. 
These viruses attempt to evade detection through static 
analysis by implementing code obfuscation techniques. 
A technique implemented by swapping interchangeable 
instructions, inserting garbage instructions and 
introducing conditional jumps to produce the child virus. 
Here the signature of a virus is broken by changing the 
order of instructions without altering the control flow. A 
sophisticated type of this virus will generate code based 
on the host’s operating system by translating the 
instructions to the corresponding machine code[10].The 
detection of these viruses using their signature is 
challenging since the signature is broken in each 
version of the virus. In order to detect such metamorphic 
viruses, the detection system should be designed to 
extract the essential instructions of the virus from virus 
instance. This extracted instruction set should be used 
to detect the viruses of that type [11]. 
III.
 
ANTI-VIRUS DETECTION SCHEMES
 
For antiviruses, a signature is an algorithm or 
hash that uniquely identifies a specific virus. Depending 
on the type of scanner being used, it may be a static 
hash which, in its simplest form, is a calculated 
numerical value of a snippet of code unique to the 
virus[12].Javier [13] stated that a virus signature should 
be understood how a reliable way to detect a host 
infected by concrete malware. It encapsulates the 
essence of a virus. Signature detection is complex and 
challenging but we will keep the focus on the need of 
gathering a simple signature together with related 
context information [14].
 
With the many antiviruses in the market today, 
various mechanisms have been employed by them to 
detect and manage viruses for instance with static 
analysis, a virus is detected by examining the files or 
records for the occurrences of virus patterns without 
actually running any code. Static Methods include the 
following methods [15].
 
The ant-virus software’s usually scans files or 
your computer’s memory for certain patterns that may 
indicate the presence of malicious software’s such as 
viruses. They therefore look for presence of patterns 
based on the signatures or definitions of known 
malware.
 
The virus pattern available on a client computer 
depends on the scan method the client is using. 
According to a publication by IBM on the Trend Micro 
Pattern Files and Scan Engine (2015).The Virus Pattern 
contains information that helps Core Protection Module 
identify the latest virus/malware and mixed threat 
attacks.
 
For most antiviruses in the market today, the 
most common form of detection of viruses is a heuristic-
based detection that use algorithms to compare the 
signature or patterns of known viruses against a 
potential threat. The heuristic-based detection allows the 
antiviruses to detect viruses that have not yet been 
discovered or previous viruses that have been modified 
or disguised and released as a new virus. This detection 
method is the best-known method for detecting new 
viruses but at times it also generate false positive 
matches meaning an antivirus scanner may report a file 
as being infected that is not infected. Further still, 
computer hope publication indicates that every antivirus 
scanner has a virus definition file, database, or 
dictionary that contains thousands of known virus 
signatures. These signatures allow an antivirus program 
to identify past viruses that have been analyzed by 
security professionals. For this another virus detection 
method includes the signature-based detection 
approach. This is an excellent way to prevent past 
known viruses and is best method of detection without 
creating a false warning. However, signature-based 
detection cannot detect new viruses until the
 
definition 
file is updated with new virus information [7]. 
Other types of antiviruses employ behavior 
based detection mechanism to detect viruses. This is a 
unique string of bits, or the binary pattern, of a virus. The 
virus signature is like a fingerprint in that it can be used 
to detect and identify specific viruses. Anti-virus software 
uses the virus signature to scan for the presence of 
malicious code.  Behavior-based intrusion detection 
techniques assume that an intrusion can be detected by 
observing a deviation from normal or expected behavior 
of the system or the users[16]. 
IV.
  
CONCLUSIONS
 
Does increased security provide 100% 
assurance to technology consumers? With the Internet 
as a major essential communication between billions of 
people and also a tool for commerce, social interaction, 
there are increasingly new threats in viruses as new 
unrecognized signatures are evolving for the antiviruses 
to detect during the scan. Anti-virus software uses a 
virus signature to find a virus in a computer file system, 
allowing to detect, quarantine and remove the virus. In 
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the anti-virus software, the virus signature is referred to 
as a definition file or DAT file.  
Anti-virus software performs frequent virus 
signature, or definition, updates. These updates are 
necessary for the software to detect and remove new 
viruses. New viruses are being created and released 
almost daily, which forces anti-virus software to need 
frequent updates.The ability to detect heuristically or 
generically is significant, given that most scanners now 
include in excess of 250k signatures and the number of 
new viruses being discovered continues to increase 
dramatically year after year[12]. Further Landesman 
indicates that to maintain the highest level of protection, 
configure your antivirus software to check for updates as 
often as it will allow. Keeping the signatures up to date 
doesn't guarantee a new virus will never slip through, but 
it does make it far less likely. 
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